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Copper Canyon Press, 2009. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book.
International Winner of the Griffin Poetry Prize 2009 C.D. Wright s thirteenth collection, Rising,
Falling, Hovering, reminds us what poetry is for. This is poetry as white phosphorus, written with
merciless love and depthless anger. --from the Griffin Prize judges citation Wright is a resolutely
experimental poet, funny and intemperate, and the poems in her latest volume manage an unusual
alchemy--they have a raw, unfinished quality that never feels provisional. --The New Yorker Wright
belongs to a school of exactly one. --New York Times Book Review These poems succeed at
storytelling and at painting realistic scenes. Wright emerges a modern woman coping with
relationships in a world full of violence and wars. Recommended for larger public libraries and all
academic collections. --Library Journal Wright braids some of her most personal and intimate
poetry to date with an extended meditation on the consequences of America s contemporary
stance toward other countries. --Publishers Weekly, starred review C.D. Wright has an uncanny and
characteristic reverence for both the vernacular and the esoteric, which leads to riveting and rare
depictions of American culture. . . . It s been a while...
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Reviews
An incredibly wonderful book with perfect and lucid explanations. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am just very happy to tell you that this is the
greatest pdf we have go through within my personal lifestyle and could be he finest book for at any time.
-- B a r t Lowe
This is basically the greatest pdf i actually have go through till now. It is definitely simplistic but surprises within the fi y percent in the ebook. I am easily
will get a delight of studying a published ebook.
-- Hyma n O 'Conner III
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